The Geoportal Sachsenatlas can also be used en route. For this purpose, a mobile application was developed, optimising the desktop version for mobile devices (iOS and Android). Thereby, Saxon geoinformation is displayed in easily configurable maps. Using GPS connection the map can be zoomed to your current location.

The fastest way to the mobile Geoportal:

m.geoportal.sachsen.de

Contact

SDI Service Centre:
Phone: +49 351 8283-8420
Fax: +49 351 8283-6400
Mail: servicedesk@geosn.sachsen.de
Internet: http://servicedesk.geosn.sachsen.de
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Friday            9.00 - 12.00
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Discover Saxony from home

The Geoportal Sachsenatlas is accessible on the Internet at the following address:

geoportal.sachsen.de

The clear structure of the Geoportal Sachsenatlas homepage provides the user with an easy entry into the world of geodata.

Map viewing and tool bars

Standard tools
- e.g. measurement, printing, export, storing

Drawing tools
- e.g. points, lines, polygons, text, symbols, geodata import and export

Preconfigured map views can be selected and combined thematically from 13 different areas, e.g. administration, geology, spatial development or transportation.

Information query

Numerous geodata provide further information which can be visualised by means of a feature info query.

Search / Search results

Entering a search text in the central input box will search for all related geoinformation. Search results are assigned to categories, marked in different colours.

addresses, regions, administrations, natural spaces
maps, data sets, applications, download services
documents, web contents, support

The search tool supports all general web functions, such as auto-complete and wildcards.

My Geoportal

With a registration in the Geoportal, users have access to additional functions, in particular:

- storing own maps - ("Meine Karten")
- storing own search queries - ("Meine Suchen")
- generating own favourites or links - ("Meine Favoriten")
- using the drawing tools

Registered users can login into the Geoportal at any time and retrieve the contents stored in their account.

Storing maps

Map compilations with customised settings can be stored or map sections can be reused in different graphic formats.

Complementing map content

Map content can be complemented with own graphical elements.